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Note on weights, measures, and currencies

During the sixteenth century, the most common unit of currency in the account books of the monastery was the Pfund Heller. The Pfund, or pound, was divided as follows:

1 pound (£) = 20 shillings (ß) = 240 pennies (d.)

By the early seventeenth century, the pound had been replaced in the accounts by the Rheinische Gulden:

1 gulden = 1.75 pounds

and

1 gulden (fl.) = 15 batzen = 60 kreuzer (kr.) = 480 heller (h.)

Arable and wooded land was measured in jauchert, while meadow and garden land was measured in tagwerk.

1 Ottobeuren jauchert = 1 Ottobeuren tagwerk = 0.4224 hectares

Grain was measured in malter, usually the malter of the nearby city of Memmingen. For the so-called “heavy grains,” i.e. wheat, rye, and kern (husked spelt):

1 malter = 8 viertel = 32 metzen

For the “light grains,” i.e., oats and vesen (unhusked spelt):

1 malter = 17 viertel = 68 metzen

For barley:

1 malter = 12 viertel = 48 metzen

Also:

1 Memmingen malter = 2.1867 hectolitres

1 Wilhelm Lochbrunner, “1550–1880: Ländliche Neuordnung durch Vereinödung,” Berichte aus der Flurbereinigung 51 (1984), p. 40. The jauchert and tagwerk were traditional measures of surface area in Swabia; they varied in size from territory to territory.

Map 1 Southern Germany, c. 1620
Map 2 The lands of the monastery of Ottobeuren, 1620
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